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was established with Judy being appointed as the first supervisor, with the additional task
of training parents to eventually take over the program.

Links with resident action groups were formed when the Waterloo Action Group (WAC)
began a campaign against the expansion of high rise public housing. Margaret Barry was
the secretary and organizer of this group and I was the chairperson. Margaret and her
mother Marsha were living in Raglan St. one of the streets targeted by the proposed

redevelopment. Margaret became actively involved with SSCA and the Council for
Social Development which was funded through the Australian Assistance plan. When
the new 30 story high rise was built we started the Monday Activities Group (MAG) and

this group met in a room at the Rachael Forster hospital in pitt St.

Martin Mowbray was appointed to replace John Russell and in the mid seventies
difTerences and conflict began to emerge about the best way to practice community work
and achieve the objectives of SSCA. Those who were supporters and members of SSCA
had different opinions about the effectiveness of the confrontational policies with the
South Sydney Council. While resident action was widespread across the inner city and
green bans were being implemented by the Builders Labourer's Federation (the BLF) the
local ALP right wing group was generally opposed to policies and programs which
singled out Aboriginal organizations. SSCA was also impacted by the decline in
Commonwealth funding for urban projects with the election of the Liberal Fraser

government.

There were several very public occasions when confrontation and conflict developed over
proposals to establish Aboriginal organisations. One evening the popular ABC current

affairs programme Monday Conference was being telecast from St Luke,s and a number

of emerging leaders of these organisations were highly critical about the lack of action
and support for their causes. On another occasion, during a federal election campaign, we

organised a meet the candidales event at the parish centre in Waterloo. This meeting

broke up when the sitting ALP member, Jim Cope, was subjected to abuse and scuffles

broke out.
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south sydney community Aid 40tb Anniversara Memories

As I reflect back one of the most significant impressions I retain is of the cooperation

from a wide range of social organisations that came together to form SSCA: eg the Cood
Neighbour Council, the City Council, the University Settlement, local businessmen and

church reps including Dean Eland and myself from South Sydney protestant parish,

Salvation Army Captain Bill Green, Father N. Mansour of the Antioch Greek Orthodox,
Anglican Church Army Captain Roy Buckinham and Redfern and Waterloo Catholic
Priests John Butcher and Fergus Bresnan. Most of the above formed the first
management committee with Dean Eland elected Secretary, a position he held for 7

years, local Councillor Mick lbbett, President and Bill Hartup myself Vice-presidents.

From 1973 to l98l I was Hon Treasurer.

After a brief time operating from Redfern Town Hall we leased a shop at 142 Regent

Street with the assistance of two councillors Bill Hartup and Mick Ibbett to set up rhe

space. Bill Hartup's experience as a carpenter was particularly valuable.

We opened in Jun 1968 with my wife Pamela as office secretary and a number of
volunteers who provided counselling, advice and information including help with income

ta)( returns. When news reached us that a family in Alexandria was being evicted, we

were able to give assistance and I believe gained a degree of credibility in the community

in respect of our willingness to provide down to earth assistance.

ln 1973 we moved to the gallery of St Luke's Church, a few doors away at l 18 Regent

Sreet, and with valuable assistance of architect Colin James, provided more adequate

facilities for the increasing number of staff working in Aboriginal and Migrant Welfare

as well as for tenants Rights.
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Recognising the need for community celebrations to tackle the negative image of South

Sydney, annual festivals sponsored by SSCA were most memorable events, with the

theme "South Sydney is a Great Place To Live". For one of these Regent Street was

closed off, unthinkable at the time. In particular the opening of the SSCA premises in St

Luke's church, featuring aboriginal dancers from Mornington Island in eueensland and

an address by A I Grasby, was an outstanding community event.

During my 14 years as a member of the commiftee I enjoyed being able to support people

like John Russell, Vivi Koutsounadis, Dick Blair and many others who worked hard and

earned the SSCA a great reputation in community. I am pleased to learn that SSCA is
still going after 40 years. I wish you much success for the future.

Ron Denham. (l still have on red eye and one green eye)

Statement to mark anniversary

"ln my (then) role as a university teacher, lbecame acquainted in the 1960s with the

work of South Sydney Community Aid in assisting migrants, particularly in the early
stages of their settlement in South Sydney. The early staff members included recent

graduates of my acquaintance and they worked with great energy to assist people. But
over the decades the focus of the work of the aptly named Cooperative has expanded so

that it now plays a leading role in promoting the wellbeing of South Sydney Communities

in conjunction with residents and volunteers. I know from direct experience that the

Cooperative is a trusted source of counsel and assistance to many individuals and

families in its areas of service. It is deserving of our congratulations and best wishes for
the next forty years.

Tony Vinson, Emeritus Professor, UNSW;

Honorary Professor, Sydney University.
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During the time I was on the board and Chairperson two of the projects South Sydney

Youth Services and South Sydney Community Transport left and became incorporated.

I was impressed that Community Aid over the years was able to give birth to very

valuable community organisations. The other thing was the old South Sydney Festival in

the mid 90s I was involved in bringing the festival to Redfem St .

It was a great festival day from Chalmers St to Regent St Blocked off two stages and lots

of stalls.

They were good times. Happy Birthday!

Trevor Davis

An early days aerial view of Redfern Waterloo
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was established with Judy being appointed as the first supervisor, with the additional task
of training parents to eventually take over the program.

Links with resident action groups were formed when the Waterloo Action Group (WAG)
began a campaign against the expansion of high rise public housing. Margaret Barry was

the secretary and organizer of this group and I was the chairperson. Margaret and her
mother Marsha were living in Raglan St. one of the streets targeted by the proposed
redevelopment. Margaret became actively involved with SSCA and the Council for
Social Development which was funded through the Australian Assistance plan. when
the new 30 story high rise was built we started the Monday Activities Group (MAG) and
this group met in a room at the Rachael Forster hospital in pitt St.

Martin Mowbray was appointed to replace John Russell and in the mid seventies
differences and conflict began to emerge about the best way to practice community work
and achieve the objectives of SSCA. Those who were supporters and members of SSCA
had different opinions about the effectiveness of the confrontational policies with the
South Sydney Council. While resident action was widespread across the inner city and
green bans were being implemented by the Builders Labourer's Federation (the BLF) the
local ALP right wing group was generally opposed to policies and programs which
singled out Aboriginal organizations. SSCA was also impacted by the decline in
Commonwealth funding for urban projects with the election of the Liberal Fraser
government.

There were several very public occasions when confrontation and conflict developed over
proposals to establish Aboriginal organisations. One evening the popular ABC current
affairs programme Monday Conference was being telecast from St Luke,s and a number
of emerging leaders of these organisations were highly critical about the lack of action
and support for their causes. On another occasion, during a federal election campaign, we
organised a meet the candidates event at the parish centre in Waterloo. This meeting
broke up when the sitting ALP member, Jim Cope, was subjected to abuse and scuffles
broke out.
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During the time I was on the board and Chairperson two of the projects South Sydney

Youth Services and South Sydney Community Transport left and became incorporated.

I was impressed that Community Aid over the years wits able to give birth to very

valuable community organisations. The other thing was the old South Sydney Festival in

the mid 90s I was involved in bringing the festival to Redfern St .

It was a great festival day from Chalmers St to Regent St Blocked off two stages and lots

of stalls.

They were good times. Happy Birthday!

Trevor Davis

An early days aerial view of Redfern Waterloo
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South Sydney Community Aid: Founders'Vision

In reflecting on the beginnings of South Sydney Community Aid it is helpful to explore

some of the convictions, core values and experiences which were foundational to its early

success and public profile which emerged in the first ten years (1967-1977). Some

ingredients of thisfounders'vision, which developed in the first two years, were to do

with practical and hands-on responses to family and individual needs. Other dimensions

of those first conversations involved broader social objectives which were responses to

the way people perceived and understood social change and its implications for

community well being and pride of place. Confronting these challenges in the late sixties

in the inner city of Sydney involved people from different backgrounds and interests

working together in partnership for the common good.

I was the first secretary of SSCA.I In my first few months I met various community

leaders to talk about community issues and later a series of meetings were held to

consider how people could work together to provide a locally based service. A number of

different groups and local leaders became involved and the membership of the first

committee and its volunteers listed in the first annual report of October 1968 is an

indication of the range of groups. Two ALP local councillors, Bilt Hartup (Redfern East

and later Mayor of South Sydney) and Mick lbbett of the Waterloo Ward were generous

in their support to the development of SSCA. Mick was the first president and Bill and

the Rev Ron Denham of the Presbyerian Church were vice presidents. Ron later became

the treasurer and Ron Brown the auditor. Jim Cope the ALP Federal MHR for Sydney

agreed to be the patron.

' In | 966 I was invited by the Congregational Church in NSW to work in the inner city area of Sydney and

Judy and I, just married, arrived at the beginning of | 967. We lived in Redfern for twelve years shifting to
from 707 South Dowling St, where our two children were bom, to 173 George St. in the mid seventies.
Since that time we have ministered with the Uniting Church in Whyall4 Port Adelaide and Sunshine/ St
Albans in the westem suburbs of Melbourne. I became aclively relired four years ago and we live on the
south side of the city of Adelaide.
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A number of members from the Inner City Parish (Presbyterian, Congregationalists and

Methodist) included Ron Denham, Elizabeth Aitken, Merv Ramage and David Winter
who was director of the University Settlement in Chippendale. pam Denham was the
office secretary who supervised volunteers and the day to day service of the shop front
centre at 142 Regent St. University students, mostly from Sydney University, were also
involved both through their course work and again this link became a critical ingredient
to several controversial incidents in the mid seventies.

I found that the secretary's job involved leg work. making contacts, taking initiative,
following up leads, keeping the conversation going and preparing proposals for
consideration. When staff were appointed the secretary became responsible for the
management of workers and in representing the agency at public meetings.

An in-principle decision was made in August 1967 toform the organisation and the first
annual general meeting was held on the 3rd of June 1968 in the St George Orthodox hall
in Walker Street with over 250 people attending. Both the numbers attending and the
level of interest was significant and was an indication that attitudes were changing and

people were drawn to the idea of a locally based agency which had a mix of objectives.
SSCA began in temporary offices at the Redfern Town Hall and its first permanent

offices were a leased shop front at l4z Regent St and this opened in June 196g.

The shop front was chosen to provide a neutral location and in the four months from June

to September the centre responded to 120 enquires. The City Council provided two
significant grants, $1,000 in November 1967 and a second grant of $2,000 in September

1968.

The first annual report (October 1968 page 4) records that early discussions involved a

broad base approach to programme development. It suggests that SSCA would be

distinctive if it was, comprehensive in its scope and approach, broadly based and
supported by all sections of the community and sfficiently local so that resifunt.s can

identify the programme as belonging to the community of which they are a part.
5
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One of the primary aims of the service was to assist recently arrived migrants. The Good

Neighbour Council was closely involved in supporting and encouraging this venture with
Margaret Helman as the field worker as well as a number of contact workers. Three

people identified as associotes of the committee provided important connections to
migrant communities. This included three well established Lebanese churches, the Creek
Orthodox Church and some initial contacts with health and rehabilitation services. Larer

these connections provided access to a wider population and were in effect pathways to
particular language, cultural, religious and political groups.

Protestant traditions in the region were very much in the minority and congregations were
made up of twenty to thirty people committed to a serving ministry and in meeting the
needs of individuals with some strands of social action. In serving the wider community
these churches organised youth and children's groups and provided emergency

assistance. In the early sixties my predecessor, Jim Dowling was very active in
attempting to address problems of police violence at the Empress Hotel and on one
occasion was arrested and locked up along with Aboriginal leaders of the day. Jim and

Ron Denharn were supporters of the Aboriginal Foundation, one of the first local

organisations committed to serving the local community. The Foundation employed the
young Charles Perkins as a field worker and this centre was located in Regent St on the
city side near the Central railway station. At one historic annual meeting in 1967,
indigenous members were elected to the board.

The development of SSCA took place alongside of other established services provided by

local government. Up until 1968 South Sydney suburbs were part of the City of Sydney

which had been significantly expanded in 1949 to incorporate several smaller local
govemment areas.

The ALP was committed to pre selecting local government councillors and the wealthy

City Council had the social objectives of funding recreational and health programs for
inner city residents with the income from the high rate able properties in the CBD. These

6
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programs including senior citizen centres, kindergartens and child care centres, some

limited low cost public housing and after school playground centres.

The first annual report also begins to address the significance of applied social research

and demographic analysis. The report comments that, a survey would assist Community

Aid... to assess and advise on the needs of the area. I had begun to use the 1966 census

figures to highlight the social characteristics of the area and we also became involved

survey work being conducted under the supervision of Tony Vinson from the Department

of Social Work at the University of NSW. A second comparative study was also being

conducted by the Urban Research Unit of the Research School of Social Sciences of

ANU. In anticipating the reports I suggested that, it could become apparent that

community needs to give special attention to aspects of social, educational, cultural and

economic questions that hcve not been previously considered.

The implications and the application of this work came to inform debates which emerged

about the most effect way of addressing social inequality, injustice and community

empowerrnent. Most people involved at this initial stage were familiar with conventional

forms of community service where advice, counselling and material assistance were

provided on a case work basis. Others began to advocate forms of social or resident

action and community organization where those most affected by public decisions

became advocates for their own causes. The Builders Labourers Federation under Jack

Mundy began to support resident action groups across Sydney through green bans and

others from University Social Work departments and the left became advocates of the

Alinski conflict model of social action. This local application of confrontational methods

had developed widespread popular interest against the background of the anti Vietnam

War protest campaign and the US civil rights movement. These broader community

trends were to impact the emphasis and methods of SSCA at a critical time in the mid

seventies.

7
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By drawing on several networks SSCA was founded on a number of convicrions...local
residents take initiative to welcome and assist migrants settling into our community: it
would need to include all residents and distinctions could not be drawn when the need of
the communiQt was being considered; that coordination of welfare effort was needed at
local municipal level and that non governmental, non religious "neutral', agency could
be most effective.

Those who were involved and who joined as the agency expanded will have lasting
memories of those experiences and programmes which were innovative and new.
Experiences also stimulated debate about the different methods that were being tested and
the meaning and interpretation of the terms, community development, community
organising and social action were the focus of this underlying conversation.

John Russell, a recent graduate was appointed the first social worker of the agency and
within a few years its programmes quickly outgrew the space at 142 Regent St. In lg73
sscA moved a few doors to the gallery area at st Lukd's church at number I lg. This
move involved major renovations of that property and Colin James, a volunteer architect
and advisor, became involved in this and many other projects in the inner city. He also
involved students in community projects and along with others sscA the setting
provided a very fertire ground for rearning and innovation.

The staff of sSCA made a very significant contribution to the development of new
programs' Vivi Koutsounadis was appointed with the first grant in aid and Vivi became
one of the most experienced leaders of the Greek community in Sydney. John Russell
became an expert in supporting the development of new services. some week nights he
and I were often involved in two or three meetings in a row as sscA set an example for
other interested groups across the city.

As SSCA grew and developed it began to identifo ways of developing a positive
community attitude towards the area while continuing to serve the needs of families and
individuals' In addition to supporting residents the agency became involved in

8
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establishing a number of major community projects and in effect SSCA became a major

initiator and supporter of other locally based and specialized services. The election of the

Whitlam Federal Labor government coincided with these developments and significant

project funding for community based programmes became available from 1973.

The first group of projects included...

. the formation of a Greek welfare organisation

. the development of the South Sydney Festival. The most dramatic of these coincided

with the reopening of St Luke's on United Nations Day October 24h lg74 by the

government's advisor on community affairs Al Grassby, who articulated a vision of

Australia as a multi-cultural society. The first festival was held in 1972 and was called

The Festival of All Nations.

. the formation of the Aboriginal Medical and Legal Aid services and later the housing

project known as the block. These initiatives resulted in the loss of support from the right

wing of the ALP but funding for these new programs followed from the election of the

Whitlam government late in 1972. At one stage SSCA was host to new government

ministers at the rate of one a day including Bill Hayden who was the minister for Social

Security, Tom Uren who gave leadership for urban renewal and Gordon Bryant who was

the first minister of Aboriginal Affairs. .

. involvement in the Australian Assistance Plan and the formation of a Regional

Council of Social Development.

A number of supporters looked to SSCA for inspiration and gave leadership to other

programmes in the area. In 1973, Redfern Public School was recognised as one of the

most disadvantaged schools in Australia. Money was made available for programs to

address problems as the school had been neglected by previous governments. With the

support of a grant from the Disadvantaged Schools Commission and the Inner City Parish

Judy Eland researched and produced curriculum material on the history of South Sydney.

These resources were provided to seven local schools in 1975. An after school program

9
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was established with Judy being appointed as the first supervisor, with the additional task
of training parents to eventually take over the program.

Links with resident action groups were formed when the Waterloo Action Croup (WAG)
began a campaign against the expansion of high rise public housing. Margaret Barry was
the secretary and organizer of this group and I was the chairperson. Margaret and her
mother Marsha were living in Raglan St. one of the streets targeted by the proposed
redevelopment. Margaret became actively involved with SSCA and the council for
Social Development which was funded through the Australian Assistance plan. When
the new 30 story high rise was built we started the Monday Activities Group (MAG) and
this group met in a room at the Rachael Forster hospital in pitt st.

Martin Mowbray was appointed to replace John Russell and in the mid seventies
differences and conflict began to emerge about the best way to practice community work
and achieve the objectives of SSCA. Those who were supporters and members of SSCA
had different opinions about the effectiveness of the confrontational policies with the
South Sydney council. while resident action was widespread across the inner city and
green bans were being implemented by the Builders Labourer's Federation (the BLF) the
local ALP right wing group was generally opposed to policies and programs which
singled out Aboriginal organizations. sscA was also impacted by the decline in
commonwealth funding for urban projects with the election of the Liberal Fraser
government.

There were several very public occasions when confrontation and conflict developed over
proposals to establish Aboriginal organisations. one evening the popular ABC current
affairs programme Mondry Conference was being telecast from St Luke,s and a number
of emerging leaders of these organisations were highly critical about the lack of action
and support for their causes. on another occasion, during a federal election campaign, we
organised a meet the candidates event at the parish centre in waterloo. This meeting
broke up when the sining ALP member, Jim cope, was subjected to abuse and scuffles
broke out.
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Further research on the origins of SSCA could explore the inter relationships between

localvoluntary groups, local government and the effects of state and federal policies. The

current discussion about the nature of social capital, community building and civic trust

are important concepts which have come to the fore over the past few years. Those

involved with SSCA actually experienced the reality of building up community pride and

developed the capacity to work with social diversity.

Those who were involved in developing its original vision were optimistic and maybe

naive about what could be achieved in working together for common objectives!

It is however a good place to start today as Australian urban communities again face new

challenges in bringing people together and developing mutual respect and tolerance

between people from many diverse cultural traditions.

Rev Dr Dean Eland
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t,South Sydney Community Aid: 40 Years in the Neighbourhood

In 2008 the South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative (SSCA) turned forty. This

history documents the trials and achievements of the organisation over the last four

decades and reflects on the changing role it has played in South Sydney community over

this time.

The success of SSCA has been a product of the people committed to its cause. The

information presented in this history has been extracted from the agency's well-
documented annual reports, newspaper and other media articles and from a number of
oral history interviews conducted with former SSCA employees. The result is a

framework of the past forty years which outlines the main achievements of the

organisation.
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About South Sydney Community Aid

South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative Limited (SSCA) was founded by a group of
I South Sydney Community residens in order to better resource individuals and groups to

: 
identiff and meet their needs.

The members of the co-operative are local residens who elect the Board of Management

I annually.

-1 The objects of the South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative are to:

-r a) primarily provide social welfare by assisting in the relief of poverty, distress,
ir I sickness, suffering, destitution and helplessness;

f-r b) provide an inquiry, answering and advisory service to assist with the above

' objects;

,-r c) cooperate with and assist in the coordination of groups and agencies working in
I' J the area;

q d) sponsor and encourage continued research into the needs of the community and

apply those findings for the development of its program;

I e) focus attention on any social needs in the area and enable local residents to meet
il

those needs;

it 0 stimulate and provide channels for individual and group participation in the

, development of services in the area;

- g) stimulate and provide opportunities for the development of adult education in the

; i area.'

I To this end SSCA has combined with many smaller residential work groups and liaises

closely with tenancy groups, local and state govemment bodies and outside area

I aid/welfare groups.

:

I i 2 Rutes of South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative Ltd. Section 1.4

l3
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The Beginning

Sponsored by residents, SSCA was established in 1968 after members of the Cood

Neighbour Council of NSW identified the need for a local organisation that would

service the needs of the community as a whole. That year, the suburbs of Alexandria,

Darlington, Erskineville, Newtown, Redfem and Waterloo were shed from the City of
Sydney to form the Municipality of South Sydney, an area of rapidly expanding migrant
growth and Sydney's heaviest concentration of indigenous people.

The organisation set up its first shopfront premises at 142 Regent St, Redfern, which it
shared with the NSW Aboriginal Legal Service. Its aim was to ensure that migrant and

indigenous residents, and their concerns, were considered and addressed as community

concerns and not those ofa separate entity.

regetrt 31.,

l

, 
,:

I

redf ern.

SCCA was initially run entirely by volunteers, with the exception of one social worker.

The agency sought to address the social inequalities that existed in the South Sydney

area. Housing and employment and the adjustment of newly arrived migrants were

quickly identified as problems for the community. In 1969, SSCA became one of the first

social welfare agencies to receive funding for a Grant-in Aid worker to assist the largely

European migrants that were beginning to arrive in growing numbers.

t4
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And so the Migrant Project was born. SSCA was registered as a charity under the

Charitable Collections Act in 1970. In l97l the Aboriginal Development Project was

established with an emphasis on the provision of casework services. The agency ofTered

assistance in the way of counselling advocacy, information and referral advice and

sought on a wider basis to strengthen those groups within the community working to

resolve the social problems of migrant, indigenous and non-indigenous Australian-born

residents.

ROSARELA D'EZA

THE EIIGLISE
cf,AssEs

The oGood Old Days'

The Federal Government's attitude towards welfare changed substantially with the

victory of the Whitlam Labor governmentin 1972.lt became and era of commissions and

enquiries and increased support for social welfare and its providers3, with great flow-on

effects on the activities of South Sydney Community Aid.

' Brian Dickey ( l9S7) No Charity There: A Short History of Social lhelfare in Australia, Allen & Unwin,
Sydney, p168.

l5
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The Australian Assistance Plan was a scheme that worked to give community members

the opportunity to take part in planningo developing and controlling community servicesa

and SSCA become a site where this was carried out. It was noted by the Secretary at the

time that:

within a couple of years it became evident that the shop front agency had

developed its own character and had become a focal point in the South Sydney

area and was, in fact, acommunity centre.s

ln 1974, with five full-time workers employed - one welfare officer, one field officer for

the Aboriginal community, a migrant social worker, and tenants' rights worker and a

secretary-receptionist - it became necessaq/ to move to larger premises and the agency

shifted further along Regent St to St Luke's Presbyterian Church and Community Centre.

That year, with increasing numbers of residents approaching Community Aid with

tenancy problems, the Tenants' Rights Project was established.

ln 1975 SSCA was registered as a community advancement society under the New South

Wales Cooperation Act. The Board of Directors of Community Aid organised the

agency's work into separate committees: Management and Finance, Aboriginal

Development Project, Migrant Worko Tenants Rights and Housing Co-operative and the

Environment and Media.

That year, the SSCA became the sponsoring organisation of the South Sydney Festival.

The festival was an annual event which catered for and brought together community

groups of all different ages and backgrounds to celebrate the diversity and uniqueness of
the area.

'ibid p176.
' Secretaly's Report, I 975 Annual Report of South Sydney Community Aid
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A migrant worker recalled that the festival:

"was really wonderful. There was a strip closed, there was hundreds of people

that came, there was dancing, there was singing, the Aboriginal people, you know

their own kids, they were coming together and communicating. So the festival

became an annual affair. Then it went into the part, Redfern Park, and then in

other places. Or they closed Redfern St, because Regent St is so busy. And so that

was one way for them to come together and see what the community was all

about. It's a multicultural, multiethnic, multilingual, multifaith. And we all share

and understand each other."6

u Former SSCA migrant worker, in interview 2007.

t7
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The South Sydney Festival functioned as a public forum for various community groups ro

showcase their diversity in cultural background in a manner that promoted a broader

understand ing of di fference.

South Sydney Community Aid was never a specialist service and for this reason has

always kept its doors open to all sectors of the community. This has put SSCA in a
unique position as a service provider in South Sydney, able to facilitate cultural exchange

and understanding across the board.

SOUTA SYDITEY FESTTVAT ENTERTAINMENT

l8
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In 1978 SSCA attacted funding from the NSW Deparfinent of Youth and Community

Services as aNeighbourhood Centre and the Ethnic Affairs Commission, allowing for the

employment of a Coordinalor to tie together many of its activities.

During the eady 1980s, Ausfialia's deepening economic recession had severe

implications on SSCAos capacity as a service provider.

Community developme,nt work was repeatedly victim of smined resouroes and the

demand for immediate assistance and emergency relief.T This tension between satisffing

immediate needs and the importance of long-term community development is one with

which SSCA has wrestled throughout its history.

In 1982 the Environment Commifiee of SSCA launched South Sydney Community

Transport, a corinmittee invested in supporting the 'transport disadvantaged' - those with

limited access to transport for reasons of ageo disability, cost and so forth - in the

community.

Our new bus South Sydney Community Transport

In 1985 South Sydrrey Community Aid moved from the upp€r level to the downstains

offices aJ St Luke's to accommodafe the large numbers of staffand to ensure that private

interview rooms were available for clients as they came in to discuss their affairs. The

SSCA Coordinator comme,lrted at the time:

7 ibid.
t9
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If SSCA accepts its role as a pioneero innovator, resourcer, there is no end to the

tasks to be worked on. The challenge for the commrurity, and the members in

particularo is to keep the cutting edge sharp and to gather the resources sufficient

for the tasks. Our greafest - indeed our single - asset is our human resources. That

starts and ends with the members.s

A former Secretarv of SSCA remembered thaf:

"Thoss were turbulent and exciting years in SoWh Sydney and the SSCA was in

the fhick of it. In fact it was a pioneering organization, leading the way in the

community welfare field."e

The Migrant Proiect

South Sydney has taditionally been an af,ea of high immigration - in 1972 nearly 50

percent ofthe population was born outside Australia.lo For much of the 1970s, the largest

groups in South Sydney were the Greelg Lebanese and Yugoslav.rr With a Greek Grant-

in-Aid worker employed n 1973, South Sydney Community Aid was inevitably heavily

involved with the Greek community but continued to offer assistance to clients of all

backgrounds. The importanee SSCA placed on employing bilingual workers made it one

of a few welfare service providers to do so and enabled it to offer interpretation and

tanslation services thaf government agencies could nol

8 Coordindor, SSCA Annual Report 1985.
'John Butcher in 'Memories of the innovative South Sydney Community Aid', The Sodh Syhcy Heral4
September 2004.
to sscA Annual Rslort lgTz
tt ibid-
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Much of the Mgrant hoject resources were spe,nt on caseworlg addressing issues of

housing, employmen! education and improving migrant aware,ness of rights, particularly

in the workplace. It was also important to facilitate generational culhral understanding in

migrant families for whom language often represented a barrier to communication, even

within the family unit as children often had a much better gt'asp of the English language

than their parents.

The Whiflam government support for the policy of multiculturalism - maintained by the

succeeding Liberal Fraser govemment - enabled the welfare sector to better service the

immigrant communities.l2 Frank Galbally, a Polish solicitor in Melbourne, undertook a

Review of Post Arrival Programs and Services for Migrants, to which members of the

SSCA migrant project gave evide,lrce.

The Galbally Report, released n lg7l,made a numhr of recommendations regarding the

apparent lack of migrant services - among other things the need for English language

tuition for children and adults; improvements in the provision of information and advice

for migrmts such that ignorance regarding rights, entitleme,lrts and obligations could be

t, Brian Dickey (1987) No Chqity There: A Short Histary of Sociat Welfue inAustdia'Allen & Unwin,

Sydney, p168.
2t
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dispelled; government funded community child-care and pre-school services fot migrant

children with workers employed by ethntc commirnities to foster multicultirralism.l3

At the time of the 1976 census, one in six people in the South Sydney area spoke no

English.ra South Sydney Community Aid supported these residents by providing English

language classes and ensuring that its publications were translated into multiple different

languages. SSCA helped establish the Newtown Neighbourhood Centre and the Ethnic

Child Care, Family and Community Services Co-operative n 1978, an organisation that

continues to operate today from the Addison Road Community Centre in lUarrickville.

The linguistic and cultural isolation of many members of the migrant community,

particularly women, in South Sydney was another issue identified early on by the migrant

project. To address this, in 1978 South Sydney Community Aid opened the Coffee Shop,

where women of different backgrounds, including Anglo-Australians, would come

together once a week and enjoy each others' company.

A member of the Board of Directors said at the time that:

Our aim is to introduce them to each other and also enable them to become

accustomed to English speaking people, that is, encourage them to move more

freely in their new environmenlls

Not only were these women extracted from isolation, but they were able to develop

friendships and provide one another with emotional support, whilst developing

intercultural understanding and exchange within the community. SSCA continued to run

the Coffee Shop into the early 1990s.

13 oReport of the Review of Post Arrival Programs and Senrices for Migrants' , Iufigrmt Services and
Programso canberra, Australian Governmentpublishing service, 197g, pp 3-13 and l5-2g.ro SSCA Annual Report 1979
rs Board Member, S-SCa ennuat Report 1980
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ANNUAL REPORT
1976-77

To further combat this isolation in terms of communication, information and

entertainment, South Sydney Community Aid was involved in the steering committee

which established the Special Broadcasting Service (SBS), first in radio in 1975, andlater

in television. SSCA was the venue for commiftee meetings and the Committee fought to

change legislation which previously allowed no more than 20 percent of content to be

broadcast in a foreign language in the public broadca*ing systern. At its inception, SBS,

Australia's multilingual and multicultural broadcasting servicg produced broadcasts in

seven differe,nt languages - Greek, Maltese, Arabic,Italian Turkish, Spanish and Polish.l6

By the late 1970s and early 1980s there was a distinct shift in the migration trends in the

area, from the taditionally European immigrants, to the South-East Asian - Vietnamese

and Korean in particular - and the Pacific Islander.lT In the mid-1980s, the Mgrant

16 Former SSCA migrant worker, in interview 2007.
" SSCA Amuat Report 1982
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Project employed its first Korean and Vietramese workers.ls Most migrants, regardless

of background, shared similar issues sf isolation, difficulties in com4unicating, and

inGrgenerational conflict and misunderstanding in families. The members of the Mgnnt

Project were heavily committd to liaising with clients, addressing disadvantage,

advocating change and supporting multiculturalism in the South Sydney area.

One migrant worker recalled that:

'0...I had these Arabic speaking olients for assistance and at Chrishas time a

Santa Claus came with the presents, so we had a Muslim Father Chrisfrnas

handing out the presents! Which I think that was really wonderful. And that's

whatthe beauty of multiculturalism is all about.'re

The Aboriginal Project

The Aborigrnal Project began n l97l with the appointrrent of two Field Officers

employed specifically to assist Aboriginal people in the South Sydney community.

Redfern, in particular, had long been a hub and social cente for indigenous people in

Sydney, for whom housing, employme,nt and education continued to be pressing

problems.

SSCA, although not an agency specifically dedicated to welfare work with the indigenous

population, maintained close ties with the Aboriginal orgarnisations in the are and was

insffumental in the establishment of a number, such as the Aboriginal Medical Service,

the Redfern Legal Centre and the Aboriginat Housing Company.

rE SSCA Annual Report 1985
le Former SSCA migrantworker, in interview 2007.
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RACISM IN FICII..|$ING

In the early 1970s, the lack of adequate and affordable housing in the Redfern are{l saw a

rise in the incidence of homelessness and squatting amongst the indige'nous population,

and subsequent conflicts with police.ln 1973 membrs of SSCA worked with Aboriginal

leaders and squatters to form the Aboriginal Housing Company under the New South

Wales Companies Act 1961. With an initial grant from the Whitlam government the

Company was able to purchase and refurbish six terrace houses in what was to become

the first urban land-rights claim in Australia

.20 This projecL the Block (today fully owned by the Housing Company), atfacted a huge

increase in the number of Aboriginal residents in the Redfern area

20 Lboriginal Housing Company Histo"y, availablehtp://www.ahc.org.aulhistory/history-html, accessed 20
ieday2O07.
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In 1975 the collapse of the Foundation for Aboriginal Affairs saw a large increase in the

demand for welfare services. The Aboriginal Project focussed on education, providing

support to parents to ensure their children attended school and by highligbting the need

for the introduction of the Aboriginal culture into schoolwork and teacher educafion.

In the late 1970s, cutbacks in social welfare funding affected the Aboriginal Project quite

significantly. Despite requests for increases in funding, itt 1977 the Department of

Aboriginal Atrain reduced its budget by more than 40 percent.2l National economic

downturn and increased unemployrre,nt meant that South Sydney Community Aid was

not properly resourced to handle the growing need for services. Quoting the Coordinator,

the 1978 Annual report noted that:

The workthe Aboriginal Project is doing in the field of Aboriginal Social Welfare

is of great importance, eqpecially now with the economio aurd emplopent

2r SSCA Annual Report 1978
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situations hitting such a low. With such a high percentage of Aboriginals living on

or below the poverty line, a project such as this needs to firnction to its upmost

with the short term assistance it gives and more importantly, work towards long

term solutions.z

In 1978 South Sydney Community Aid joined the Freedom from Hunger Carrpaign,

handing out food voirohers emd working with families to qreate budgets for the regular

provision of food. Throughout the 1980s the need for housing, employment and

emefge,lrcy relief remained the principle issues ofthe Aboriginal community.

The Aboriginal Project dedicated most of its time and resoruoes to casework, but worked

closely with the other welfare providers in the area and with other indigenous communiry

groups, zuch as Black Theatre, the Aboriginal Dance Company.

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander motheros painting group

z SscA AmualReportlgTS
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The Tenants' Rights Project

The Te'nants' Rights Project was established in 1974 ont of an obvious community need

for tenant support. From this project developed the Tenancy Advice Service which was

initially run entirely by SSCA volunteers. Opemting one day aweelg clients could ring or

visit the Community Aid office for advice regarding their righm and options as tenants.

To ensure that all members of the community were aware of their rights, that same year

SSCA began producing the Tenants' Ri$rts lVlanual, initially published in seven different

languages and a booklet still in regular republication by the Tenants' Union today.

SSCA's Tenants' Rights Project was instrumental in the establishment of both Shelter

NSW n 1975, an advocator of support for public housing, and the Tenants' Union in

1976, which ran out ofthe community Aid premises at St Luke's until 1984.

While also used extensively by the culturally and linguistically diverse sectors of the

South Sydney comrnunity, the indigenoirs population was certainly overrepresented in the

make up of the Tenants' Rights Project clientele. Aboriginal people looking for housing

were continually discriminated against in the private housing market by both real estate

agents and landlords, an iszue which SSCA sought to expose. It would document each

case and often went to the media to draw attention to the afiocious conditions in which

these residents were being forced to live.

In its early years South Sydney Community Aid advocated for its model of the Tenants,

Advice Service to be replicated in what was to becorne a full-time, state-wide network of
around 20 tenancy advice services, the Tenants'Advice and Housing Refenal Services,

which continue to operate today as managed by the Tenants' union.
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DIBIISE BOIrE ON ![EB lntnf$ql SO|IITIIIE

Throughout the early years of its operation SSCA relied heavily on the servioe of

volunteers and student placements, on the strength of its relationships with other service

providers in the area" and on the femendous dedication of its workeni and Board

members. Their commitme,nt to community development and the provision of welfare

services to all residents meant that the agency was firmly embedded in the fabric of the

South Sydney community. Such was 'the spirit of the oogood old days'', as they have

become known.a

The 1970s in Ausmlia were a time of social reform and growing support and flexibility

in the welfare sector, a movement of which South Sydney Community Aid was very

much a pafi- Despite increasing economic pressures, this continued well into the 1980s,

by &e 1990s, the attitude of government began to change at the federal level, so too did

the role of SSCA within the South Sydney community.z

a FayeWilliams in 'The Sortrh Sydney C.onmunity Aid story', The Sodh Syfuy Heral4May 2004.
2a Former migrmt worker, in interview 2007.
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The Calm before the Storm

Moving into the second half of the South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative's forty

year history, we find the centre in a healthy state with many of the programs that it began

in its early years of existe,nce continuing on. However, many of these progftms have had

to continue to fight for the funding to continue their work from governments which

seemed to be growing less and less interested in social welfare and the be'nefits that it can

bring to soeiety.

The year 1988 found the centre itself performing well, despite facing difiiculties such as

not having adequate resources to be able to meet the demand created in the community

by both the Government and the private sector. Of course the primary objective of SSCA

continued to be the "aehievemerrt of social equlty and social justice for and with the

people of South Sydney."25 It was stated that in order to achieve this goal the centre

would continue to strive to provide an unfettered access to the resources that the centre

provides the community. Statistically the centre itself was receiving on avenage about 80

visits a montho of which 50 percent were migrants and another 25 percent people of

Aboriginal descent.25

The major issues that the cente continued to deal with were often similar to that

experie,nced over the past two decades, indicating thaf the issues that concerning the

community as a whole had not changed much over time. These main issues that the

cente continued to deal with included housing, migrant iszues, youth work programs and

problems faced by people of culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds. However,

it has been noted that the amount of case work that was being undertaken across the

majority of projects, most notably the Aboriginal Projects and the Community Resource

project had begun to decrease as the cenfie continued to refer people to other agencies

better resourced to handle the issues zurrounding these cases.

25 Neighbourhood Centre Repott, SSCA Annual Report 1988
26 Neighbourhood Centre Repotq SSCA Annual Report 1988
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In the later stages of the 1980s funding was to be a problem that plagued South Sydney

Community Aid and the projects it had under its coordination. These prograrns, such as

the Mgrant Program and the Youth Services Program, began to suffer due to changes in

govemment policy regarding the rallocation of resources away from policies that were

suited to eaph community group and backtoward mainsfieam policy. This resulted in less

resources being allocated as a whole. However, this is not to suggest that the programs

and events run in the lane 1980s and early 1990s were not successful. Stalwart programs

such as the South Sydney Festival continued to flourish with varied the,mes being chosen

as to what the Festival should represent in any given year. Examples of these are the 1989

festival theme *We Strive to Survive'fr tmd the 1990 theme "Nfake South Sydney the

Green Scene'28. The South Sydney Festival continued to move from suength to sfength

during the late 1980s and early 1990s with a groundswell of community support spuning

on its continued existence. Those people with stalls in the festival itself continued to

report successful earnings with the majority of stalls and events being well attended.

27 South Sydney Festival Report, SSCA Annual Report l9E9
^ South Sydney Festival R"potb SSCA Annual Report 1990
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In particular 1991 proved to be an exciting year for SSCA, with a general restructuring of

the job of eoordinator to place more emphasiis on community involvement rather than a

geneml administrator's role. Aside from this base level change the cente also produced a

new version oftheir Community Directory; a product which aimed for greater connection

within the community and a collaborative effort by many different people within the

organisation and the community.2e Tlp centre also improved its resources by adding a

new switchbafd and in house computer accounting, keeping in step with many other

organisations ofthe same ilk

During l99l the projects run by SSCA elrcountered a number of problems. The

Aboriginal Project was forced to be incorpotated into the greater organisation under new

guidelines passed along from ATSIC, thus much time was spent on aftempting to find a

way to continue the projects operations ratlier than aetually helping Aboriginal people in

need in the South Sydney area. While this project was enduring hard timeso it was an

encouraging side note for the organisation to be represented by Brenda Maling at the

opening of Pemulway, the first Koorie School in New South Wales3o. Further probleurs

were encountered by the South Sydney Youth Service which was forced to relocate its

services to the Waterloo Oval due to complaints from tesidents about high noise levels.

However, this came as a blessing in disguise as the new space allowed for the greater

development of office space along with rooms for use by the youth ofthe area

!88 ger@Oiilt

2e Neighbourhood Centre Report, SSCA Annud Report l99f
to Aborigio"t Project Reprt SSCA Annual Report l99l
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In 1992, fears were confirrred about the dire state in which many South Sydney residents

lived. It was recorded that *41.8o/o of people living in Redfem live in poverty, whilst

other statistics, such as the revelations that I in 2 families with children are sole pare,lrts,

I in 4 residents are over 60 years of age and that MVo of the population was born outside

of Aushalido3r, reyaling just how important the support services that organisations such

as the SSCA provide the community.

The End ofan Era

The majority of the previous 20 years of the organisation's history was seen as a golde'n

age ofsorts and 1993 brought only devastation to an organisafion that had been such a

cenfial part of the South Sydney area Following the collapse of the Australian

Association of Co-operatives, the South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative's funds

were frozen, effectively pufiing a stopper on the majority of the projects that the cente

was involved in and prompting one of, if not, the darkest year in the organisation's varied

history. SSCA banked the money used to fund its community projects in another

Ausfalia wide co-operative called the Australian Assmiation of Co-operatives, whose

job it was to oversee the funds of not only the SSCA but also several othet co-operatives

throughout the state. Essentially, this was done by tying the funds from all these co-

operatives together which meant that, if one oo-operative failed and had its funds frozen

then, because all the co-operatives money was tied together, it caused all the co-

operatives fundsto be frozen.

3r Chairpersons Report, SSCA Annual Report 1992
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Obviously this in turn caused the South Sydney Communitf Aid Co-operative's finances

to be frozen which plunged the organisation into immediate financial strife. However,

due to this sudden and unfortunale circumstance befalling the organisation, the Treasury

and Gerry Peacock (former Minister of Co-operatives) gnairted SSCA ari interest ftee loan

totalling the amount of money that the organisation had frozen; a loan that amounted to

over "$306,705'032.

While the financial diffrculties caused the temporary or permanent cancellation of the

majority of programs offered by the centreo a few programs continued running albeit at a

low capacity. The Community Information Outeach Program continued with 70

information stalls at public venues such as Redfern lMall and Food for Less. The South

Sydney Festival also went ahead despite being hit by the financial difficulties of the

organisation. The Festival itself was held in Redfern Steet in an attempt to appeal the

eventto awider cross section ofthe community and draw in a larger goup of people.

The Rebuilding Process

Fortunately though, by l994,the rehabilitation of the organisation was in full swing with

the Neighbourhood Cente continuing to host community classes that included English,

Tai-Chi classes, WARTS (Waterloo and Redfern Trading Scheme: a project in which

people from the community taded goods and services without money) and bus outings.

The main focus of the mqiority of the work the organisation undertook following its

financial collapse was implementing management strategies that would enzure the

continued running and survival of SSCA and the re-examination of its own role and that

of its *constifuency irt order to better serve the community.'33

t'Lettsrto Chairperson of SSCA from AIex Whitehea4 Chartered Accountant, 1994
33 Chairpersons Report, SSCA Annual Report 1994
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Through the middle and late 1990s the rebuilding ofthe organisation continued, although

it never quite reached the same high flying standards of the first twenty years of its

existence, due both to the organisation's financial woes and cut backs in government

ftnding.

kl 1995 the organisation began moving the aid cente back toward tle broader area of aid

wiftin the community as the belief is reaffirmed by the Board that the South Sydney

Community Aid Celrfie is formed on a basis of social ju$ice. This reworking of the

structure also came hand in hand with a physical move in location for the organisation

from St. Luke's Church (an old gothic church with much character about it) to 88 Regent

Stree! which proved to be a far more practical space as it provided extended meeting

spaces and counselling room.

It was a time of change for the Neighbourhood Ce,nfte at South Sydney Community Aid

because as well as the collapse of the Australian Association of Cooperatives, there were

a number of staff changes, the withdrawal of funding to the Grant-in-Aid program and

the lack of enhancement funding to Neighbotrhood Centres added to the many btndens

which beset this organisation and many others in NSW.

A new Co-coordinatorwith Bre,ndaNewman appointed and a new beginning for SSCA!

SSCA moved from the St Luke's Church (118 Regent Steet) where they had been for

more than 20 years. The move was to 88 Regent Sfieet. A new letter head for SSCA was

designed and a data-base was developed forthe Aboriginal Resource Cente.

In 1996, whilst SSCA was well on its way to financial recovery from the collapse in

1993, rt was being hit with new financial problems in the form of federal government

cutbacks to ATSIC and changes to housing law that had forced many changes to occur in

the area.
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SSCA was involved in the establishment of CAROBS - with plans to establish a local

credit union and fought against the excessive cuts emanating out of that "black hole"

which was widely felt by local community organisations that Canberra had become.

SSCA strengthened their resolve to provide services for the community by getting

involved with parfirerships nnd collaborations with the Rartdwick Infunnation and

Community Cente, the IJNSW Waterloo Project Botany Neighbourhood Centre, the

Cenfie for Popular Education, University of Technology Sydney in developing new

initiatives which all hoped would flower in what many believed would be the hard years

ahead.

The Redfern /Waterloo festival came back to the community under the auspice of Sot$h

Sydney Community Aid and that was reported locally as a great event.

ln 1997 SSCA's funding was inadequate to do everything that the cooperative wanted to

do, the building we were in was believed to be an inappropriate design for a community

ce,lrtre and the rent was too expensive. There was also an issue of being located on Regent

S! surrounded by fiaffic. The Neighbourhood Cente was committed to working with

other local community agencies to take possession of the old Rachel Forster Hospital site

on the oorner of George and Phillip St Redfem and were in discussions with the

Deparfrnent of Health and the Premiers Office to work out a suitable arrangement.

The accommodation problems faced by community organisations operating in the Inner

City areas had now reached crisis point. The Premier was considering our situation and it

was hoped he would be able to offer a solution which would guarantee thaf SSCA did not

have to worry about paying rental costs which were way beyond our means. A special

grant from the Premiers Depaltrne,nq made it possible for SSCA to pay the rent until the

following June. The Committee against Health Professional and Clergy Abuse joined

SSCA in August

jl

Further government funding cuts occured in 1998, which resulted in huge changes in
. t F ,a F .t tl , Ll. - !--L-l.--a:-- ^f ^^----l;.service provision, downsizing arnd, for the finst time, the inaoduction of compulsory
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competitive tendering across the board on all work outsourced to other

companies/organisations.

In relation to projects, The Redfem Community Festival (formerly the South Sydney

Festival) retumed in full swing funded mainly by the South Sydney Council with

additional funding coming from the Sydney Credit Union, the Aboriginal Lands Council

and the South Eas Sydney Area DOCS. Monthly "Multicultiral Bus Trips'o3a also began,

providing groups mainly made up of new comers to Aushalia who hadn't had a chance to

explore Sydney with the opportunity to visit sites such as the Homebush Olympic Site.

The main focus of the following year (1999) was on our move from Regent Sfieet to new

premises at the back of Redfern Public School.

WARTS had a story in the Sydney Morning Herald and a section on Channel 9's Today

Tonight program. We facilitated the Anxiety Support Group, Yoga classeso forums and

seminars, a Citizenship and public life study circle. We provided an Information Package

for police training on community agencies and domestic violence response, plus the

provision of information stalls and disse,mination of information through The Bulletin

Newspaper and via the Internet.

'n Program run by SSCA for new immigrants to the county
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With government introduced competitive tendering for funding nothing had been safe the

affects were felt across the board. Our new Chairperson Neryl Cooke reported at the

AGM,

'oWe are still fighting for funding and still having problems with accommodation.

whv?"

Many Aboriginal services felt they'd be unable to operate due to cuts to ATSIC funding.

Redfern skill-share was de-funded making it harder for people who were unemployed to

receive free naining when they needed it. Changes in the way in which public housing

benefit payrnents were made created further hardship for beneficiaries.

Paving the Path for a Return to the Golden8ra

The early 2000s were thought of by many as a chance for Sotrth Sydney Community Aid
to regain the heady levels it opemted under in its earlier more productive years. Inst€ad

however, this period was characterised by many upheavals within the organisation

concerning the cente's staff and the Bomd of Directors. These upheavals not only

included significant unrest amongst the Board, rezulting in many periods where it did not
39
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seem as if a quorum would be reached a circumstance under which the organisation

would be disbanded. These Board upheavals Game .N result of problems with the Co-

operative' s leadership.

For SSCA 2003 was reminiscent of 1993 as SSCA struggled to survive due to changes of

staffand a damaging report forwarded to our funding body which was also funded by the

Deparfinent of Community Sewices and with three changes to the Board of Directors

during the year and The Department of Fair Trading were called in to audit and review

the service.

Charlie Richardson then CEO of the Inner Sydney Regional Council for Social

Developmen! was elected as the Chairperson of the Board of Directors and other

Directorso who hailed primarity from the Waterloo Housing Estate, ensiure that South

Sydney Community Aid strengthens and an overhaul of service provision is undertaken.

In an attempt to put SSCA's'ohouse back in order3s,all Board members were provided

with a pack containing what their duties are and the expectations of them as set out by

senior staff.'36 It was put fonvard that if these expectations could not be met and the

board members could not fulfil their duties, then they would accordingly be asked to step

aside and be replaced3T.

ln ZOO4 the South Sydney Community Aid Cooperative finally gained a viable stable

staff group allowing the organisation to move forward in a far more coherent structure

than it had been doing in previous years. Jhan Leach was appointed as the new

coordinator.

35 Chairpsrsons Re,port, SSCA Annual Report 2003
35 Chairpersons Report, SSCA Annual Report 2003
37 Chairpersons Report, SSCA Annud Report 2003
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SSCA supg)rt local tenanb against the develotrlers at the Waterloo Housing Estate

The Deparfrnent of Fair Trading audits SSCA and is satisfied with the Cooperative and

we start rebuilding the organisation ftom its old arnd shong community bones focusing on

the undisputed needs of local people in our commrmity, we rise back up to meet yet more

disturbing challenges.

A strong and determined Board of Directors is appointed at the Annual General Meeting

with Charlie Richardson placed firmly as Chairperson by the overwhelming strength of

support wiftin the Cooperatives members base.

Yet again the fight to save SSCA from the bureaucrat's scalpel was on!

The Board of Directors meet with representatives of the Premiers Deparfrrent via the

Redfern Waterloo Parhership Project who approached the Board with the possibility of

the organisation being defunded if it didn't collocate with another community based

organisation.

A Morgan Disney report paid for by the Premiers Deparfirent focused on Redfern/

Waterloo Non Government Orgnisations and the findings resulted in wide community

dissatisfaction and debate.

The Redfem Waterloo Authority is born and local agencies and the community stand

together and fight to be heard through collective non govemment agency representation

and decide to form the South Sydney Consortium.

4l
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2005 and 2006 became the years when South Sydney Community Aid would finally turn

the comer and regain the sta:tus in the community that it held in those early yeamr, fre of

the tunnoil it had been embnoiled in forthe better part ofthe Last2O years.

Community Information stall at Playgroups on the Gren

The organisation kept strengthening through it's partrrerships with like minded

organisations such as The Factory Community Cenfte, with political organisations such

as Inner Sydney Regional Council for Social Development and the newly amalgamated

City of Sydney Counoil and also with local businesses within the community.

Living in Harmony Art Exhibition 2005

Seveml projects once again begin such as The Multicultural Bus Trips, The Living in

Harmony Celebrations 2005 (which consisted of young gay and lesbian people in the
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community working together on a project called 'T-ets Make a Queerzine")and several

classes nrn withinthe community cenfie itself.

However, concerns were still being felt about the unsure state of our continued tenancy at

the Redfern Public School site, concerns which turned out to be rightfully felt as the next

year the organisation found it was again facing homelessness.

Multicultural Bus Trippers

SSCA faced the threat of becoming homeless as the Department of Education and

Training with the support of the Redfern W'aterloo Authority sold the Redfern Public

School site to the Indigenous Land Corporation. At the very last moment we gained the

support of the Cify of Sydney Corrncil led by a community minded Lord Mayor Clover

Moore and the City of Sydney Counselors who agreed to provide us with accommodation

for a year at the Alexandria Town Hall.
I

I
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Tai Chi gentle exercise classes

SSCA established the Alexandria Computer Centre at the Alexandria Town Hall with a

donation of computers from Sydney Community College and software from The

Microsoft Foundation. Computer courses began in collaboration with Sydney Community

College for our local commrmit'y.

Alexandria Computer Centre

The centre's staff remained unchanged and as a group we moved to address such issues

as multicultural interpreterso increased translation services, networking with other

organisations bilingual workers and cross-cultural haining. Whilst these iszues were

being addressed progm:ms that benefited the community directly were being developed.

M
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The Re Start Art Project

These included the 'Re Start Art' Projec! English classes, Telephone Interpreting

Workshops involving Chinese, Russian and Viefiramese speaking groups. Women and

children's support groups such as The Art Expression and Empowerment Group and the

Multicultural Mother's Art Health and wellness group were held at our Neighbourhood

Cente in collaboration with midwives and health professional from the Royal Hospital

for Women.

The Women's Art, Expression and Empowerment Group

We developed a reldionship with Wcley Uniting Employment and become a host for

their Work for the Dole program ensuring volunteer zupport for our community. It is

activities such as these that give the best indication of the restructuring of the South

Sydney Community Aid Co-operative following the previous turmoil it faced the
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organisation has retumed to its grass roots and begun promoting community problems

and providing the solutions that it can forthose who come seeking its assistance.

Multicultuml Mosaic Project

Looking Ahad
The future of the South Sydney Community Aid Co-operative looks finally to be on

stable ground as it settles under the strong leadership of the permanent staffand Board of

Directors that will guide it into the futrne. The future of the programs run by South

Sydney Community Aid are de,pendant on them continuing to receive funding from

various sources and dependant on governmelrt policy allowing the cenhe to effectively

fulfil its role in the community.

Community Information stall at the Dankos Street Festival

Thus the programs themselves that are to be run in the funre cannot be assured beyond

doubt though it is beyond doubt that the staff of the centre will remain committed to

continue bringrng a high level of service to the commrmity. Of course the issues that the
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centre addresses such as housing concerns, multicultural issues, education, family, youth,

children and women's issues and aboriginal rights within the community, will continue to

be addressed.

Chinse Nen' Year Celebrations

These of course are issues that will continue to occur anew within each generation,

though it is because of the need to fight for these issues that South Sydney Community

Aid Co-operative will continue to move forward, even if confronted once again by the

kinds of problems that it faced over the last twenty years.

With regards to a permanent residence, the centre has agreed to a new three year lease at

the Alexandria Town Hall, located in Garden Steet with the City of Sydney Council thus

ensuring them of a secure home for the foreseeable future and a place in the community

for years to come. The past forty years of the orgarnisation's history has been littered with

achievements; here's hoping the next forty years are full of the same.
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The Board of Directors and staff of South Sydney Community Aid Cooperative Ltd

would like to thank everyone who contibuted to the development of this history both

past and present This would not have been possible without the dedication of Tarina

Rubin and Kierirn Campbell shrdents on plercoment with us from the Universrfy of

Technology sydney Shopfront and Jhan Leach our Manage,f for their research and

compilation of this history.
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Community Information Stall on the Waterloo Green
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